LUBRICATION ORDER

4 MAY 1992

LO 5-5420-209-12
(Supersedes LO 5-5420-209-12,30 September 1987)

IMPROVED FLOAT BRIDGE
(RIBBON BRIDGE) CLASS 70
TRANSPORTER, RAMP BAY, INTERIOR BAY
REFERENCES: TM 5-5420-209-12 and Federal Supply Catalog C9100-IL
Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
Reporting errors and recommending improvements. You can help improve this publication. If you find any mistakes
or if you know of a way to improve procedures, please let us know. Mail your letter or DA Form 2028 (Recommended
Changes to Publications and Blank Forms) directly to: Commander, U.S. Army Troop Support Command, ATTN:
AMSTR-MMTS, 4300 Goodfellow Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 63120-1798. A reply will be furnished to you.
Total task-hour times needed to perform all services (on-condition or hard time) prescribed for a particular interval are
based on normal operation.
When operating under adverse conditions or if lubricants become contaminated, change your hard time interval. You
may also extend intervals during periods of low activity provided adequate preservation is performed.
Clean fittings before lubricating. Relubricate after washing or fording.
Clean parts with dry cleaning solvent type II (SD-II) and dry before lubricating.
This LO is for operator/crew(C) or unit (0) maintenance.
A dotted circle indicates a drain below and a dotted arrow indicates points of lubrication on both sides of equipment.
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NOTES:
1. TRUCK CHASSIS. Lubricate truck in accordance with current Lubrication Order LO 9-2320-260-12.
2. FOR OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT IN. PROTRACTED COLD TEMPERATURE BELOW -10” F
(- 23°C). Remove lubricants prescribed in the key for temperature above -10ºF (- 23°C). Clean parts with
drycleaning solvent (SD-II). Relubricate with lubricants specified in the key for temperatures below -10°F (-23° C).
3. TEMPERATURE RISES. If ambient temperature rises to + 70°F ( +21°C) for no more than 1 week, use of
OE/HDO 10 is permissible. If ambient temperature rises to + 30°F (-1°C) for no more than 1 week, use of OEA is
permissible, In both cases, if temperature rise exceeds 1 week, the next grade of engine lubricating oil must be
used.
4. OIL CAN POINTS. Every 1000 miles or monthly, lubricate hinges and latches, power takeoff shift linkage, bogie
lockout screws, hydraulic control lever linkage, and aft diedown lock shaft bolts and nuts with seasonal grade
OE/HDO.
5. WINCH AND UNFULDING CABLES (All models). After each operation, clean and oil with new OE/HDO. If cables
are not generally used, pay out entire cable every 6 months (500 hrs), clean, and soak by means of a brush with
new OE/HDO. Wipe off excess and coat cables with CW-11. Also coat winch drum with CW-11 before rewinding
cable on drum. Pay in cable and lower boom.
6. WINCH (Model II-S-EC) (Fill and drain plugs on end of housing.) Quarterly (250 hrs), with boom in vertical
position, remove filler plug from winch final drive gear case. If oil level is below plug hole, replenish to bottom of
hole. Every 2 years (2,000 hrs), remove both filler plug and drain plug and drain gear case. Install drain plug and fill
to filler plug. Install filler plug. Pay in cable and lower boom.
7. WINCH (Model PG 115-043R) (Fill and drain plug on winch drum.) Quarterly (250 hrs), with boom in vertical
position, pay out cable to expose the lube fill/drain plug in the winch drum. Continue to pay out cable until the
fill/drain plug is in the 9 o’clock position. Remove plug. If oil level is below the plug hole, replenish to the bottom of
the hole. Every 2 years (2,000 hrs), continue to pay out cable until the fill/drain plug is in the 6 o’clock position.
Remove plug and drain winch. Pay in cable until fill/drain plug is in the 9 o’clock position. Refill to level below plug
hole. Install plug, pay in cable, and lower boom.
8. CABLE TENSlONER. Weekly, with boom in vertical position, remove level/fill plug from cable tensioner; if level
is below level plug hole, replenish to bottom of hole. Install plug. Every year (1 ,000 hrs), remove drain plug and
level plug, and drain gear case. Install drain plug and fill to level plug hole. Install level plug.
9. POWER TAKEOFF SHAFT UNIVERSAL AND SLIP JOINTS. Every 3 months (250 hrs), lubricate using a low
pressure lubrication gun.
10. TRANSPORTER HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR. Remove oil reservoir filler cap and check strainer. Clean if necessary and install strainer. With boom in lowered position, remove drain plug and drain. Clean and install drain plug.
Refill reservoir with OE/HDO. Slowly raise and lower boom several times and recheck oil level. Proper level of oil is
at high mark with boom lowered or midway between high and low marks with boom raised.
11. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FILTER. With pump running, check restriction indicator. Replace filter element when
color gauge piston nears top of yellow band.
12. RAMP BAY HYDRAULIC RESERVOIRS. Remove filler plug and replenish with OE/HDO. Proper level of oil is
3.5 ± 0.25 inches below top of filler hole.
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13. RAMP BAY RESERVOIRS AND CYLINDERS. Drain every 12 months (1,000 hrs). Retract cylinder, remove filler
plug and, using a suitable suction gun, drain oil from reservoir. Replenish with 5 quarts (5.7L) of OE/HDO. Remove
coupling plug from quick disconnect and connect drain hose. Disconnect crossover line. To drain oil from cylinder,
fully extend cylinder. Replenish hydraulic pump reservoir and cylinder with OE/HDO. Disconnect drain hose,
operate cylinder several times to purge air from system, and reconnect crossover line. Ensure pump reservoir
does not exceed proper fill level noted in 12 above.

A copy of this lubrication order will remain with the equipment at all times; instructions contained herein are mandatory.

By Order of the Secretary of the Army:

GORDON R. SULLIVAN
General, United States Army
Chief of Staff
MILTON H. HAMILTON
Administrative Assistant to the
Secretary of the Army
010!36

DISTRIBUTION:
To be distributed in accordance with DA Form 12-25E (qty. rqr. block no. 4462).
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– Sincerely
Igor Chudov
http://igor.chudov.com/
– Chicago Machinery Movers

